Why Is Media Saying Las Vegas
Shooter Made Millions Playing
Video Poker When That Is 100%
Impossible? Coulter Has A
Theory.
Ann Coulter criticizes the official versions or the Las Vegas
shooting and offers a theory that makes more sense. The media
says that Stephen Paddock made millions in profits from
playing video poker, which is impossible long term. Coulter’s
theory is that he was laundering cash through the casino and
was an illegal arms trader, which would explain the absurd
collection of weapons and ammunition found in his room. This
speculation is worth considering. -GEG
Now the media are just taunting us with their tall tales about
Stephen Paddock, the alleged Las Vegas shooter. Reputedly
serious news organizations are claiming that he made a living
playing video poker. That’s like claiming someone made a
living smoking crack.
The media are either doing PR for the gambling industry or
they don’t want anyone considering the possibility that
Paddock was using gambling to launder money.
NBC News reports, with a straight face: “Las Vegas gunman
earned millions as a gambler.” A Los Angeles Times article is

headlined, “In the solitary world of video poker, Stephen
Paddock knew how to win.” The story says that Paddock’s
gambling “was at least a steady income over a period of
years.”
I don’t know all the ins and outs of Paddock’s life, but
that’s a lie.
How do reporters imagine casino owners make a living? Any
ideas on how all those glorious lobbies, lights, pools and
fountains are paid for? How do they think Sheldon Adelson and
Steve Wynn became billionaires if gambling is a winning
proposition for people like Paddock — and therefore, by
definition, a losing proposition for the casinos?
The media think about money the way Democrats do. They have
absolutely no conception of where it originates. Those casino
owners sure are generous! reporters think to themselves.
Economist Thomas Sowell is always ridiculing journalists for
not understanding basic economics. It turns out, they don’t
understand the spreadsheet of a lemonade stand.
The New York Times explained that the “top” video poker
machines pay out 99.17 percent. That’s great that Paddock was
only losing cents on the dollar (if true), but it’s still
losing. The Times quickly explained that he could have more
than made up his losses with all the “comps” — the free rooms,
meals and “50-year-old port that costs $500 a glass,” as his
brother Eric said.
Gamblers who are beating the house are not given $500 glasses
of port. Refer to the profit/loss spreadsheet. And yet,
according to his brother, Paddock was treated like royalty by
the casinos. Which means he was losing.
Read full article here…

The Security Guard Who Was
Shot by the LV Killer Is Not
a Security Guard After All
Nevada requires every security guard in the state to register
as an armed or unarmed guard with the state’s Private
Investigator’s Licensing Board. Jesus Campos, the man who was
reported to be a Mandalay Bay security guard, was not
registered. Campos was originally reported to have been shot
in the leg by Paddock, who fired 200 rounds of ammunition
though the door, after the shooting spree began.
But the
timeline has since changed, and Campos is now reported to have
been shot six minutes before the mass shooting began. -GEG

It’s being reported that the security guard made
famous in the Las Vegas shooter story is not even
registered as a guard with the State of Nevada.
Is he even a guard? Why was he there?
Every security guard in the state of Nevada has to register as
an armed or unarmed guard with the state’s Private
Investigator’s Licensing Board (PILB). This entity’s records
are publicly searchable at: nevadapilb.glsuite.us.
There’s no Jesus Campos licensed with the PILB.
Read full article here…

Trump Threatens TV Networks
With Loss of Licenses Over
Report That He Wants TenTimes More Nukes, Which He
Says Is Fake News
President Trump has denied calling for a ten-fold increase in
nuclear weapons. Trump made a comment about whether FCC
licenses should be taken from NBC television stations after
the network published a story on Wednesday saying he had done
so in a meeting with military and security officials. Last
December, Trump tweeted: “The United States must greatly
strengthen and expand its nuclear capability until such time
as the world comes to its senses regarding nukes.” -GEG
Incensed by a story detailing how he wanted to drastically
increase the country’s nuclear arsenal, President Trump seemed
to challenge the freedom of the press, saying it was
“disgusting” that the media could “write whatever they want to
write.”
“People should look into it,” he told reporters Wednesday.
Still, he claimed that he was not calling for restrictions
on the press. He merely wants the press to “speak more

honestly.”
“I’ve seen tremendously dishonest press,” he said.
His comments came hours after he charged that NBC and other
news networks should have their licenses challenged.
“With all of the Fake News coming out of NBC and the Networks,
at what point is it appropriate to challenge their License?
Bad for country!” the president tweeted that morning.
Read full article here…

University of Oregon Students
Shut Down School President’s
Speech, Supposedly to Protest
Fascism
Student protesters shut down University of Oregon President
Michael Schill’s ‘State of the University’ speech, claiming
they were standing against fascism. In a pre-recorded speech,
Schill announced that the university had recently received a
$50 million dollar gift that would go towards a Black Cultural
Center and nine new endowed faculty chair positions. [It is
almost certain that this money will be used to further grow
radicalization of students and to attack any trace of American

traditions or Western culture.] -GEG

Student protesters shut down University of Oregon
President Michael Schill’s State of the University
speech, claiming that they were standing “against
fascism.”
After they stormed the stage, the protestors chanted, “Nothing
about us without us.” They followed up by calling Schill a
“CEO” and the university a “business firm.”
“Our demands will be heard, we will be heard, we are the
students, we will not be ignored,” student protester leader
Charlie Landeros exclaimed into a megaphone. “Expect
resistance to anyone who opposes us.” He went on to thank all
students who came out to stand against the “fascism” at the
University of Oregon.
Schill told the student newspaper at the University of Oregon
that he wasn’t angry at the students who derailed his speech.
He claimed instead that he was “sad that they don’t understand
the value of free speech.” He reminded them that he had
recently worked hard to ensure that they could raise enough
funds to erect a new Black Cultural Center on campus.
Ironically, Schill’s speech was still delivered to the
community. Schill and his administration anticipated the
protests and decided to pre-record his remarks so that they
could be distributed in the case that students attempted to
shut him down. During the speech, Schill announced that the
university had recently received a $50 million dollar gift
that would go towards a Black Cultural Center and nine new
endowed faculty chair positions.
Read full article here…

Sweden:
Dental
Hygienist
Fired For Revealing That 80%
of Migrants Receiving Free
Dental Care As Children Are
Adults
Dental Hygienist, Bernt Herlitz, who worked for the Public
Health Service in Visby, was told by the Swedish Migration
Board to report all suspicions about migrant age to them, so
he sent eight emails advising that 80% of the migrants that he
examined were full-grown adults who had lied about their age
to receive free dental care as children. He was fired after
ten years of service. The district court ruled that a breach
of patient secrecy had occurred, but also said there was no
reason for his dismissal. -GEG

Swedish dentist Bernt Herlitz revealed to
authorities that after checking the molar teeth of
hundreds of migrant children that 80% of the socalled children were actually adults.
Herlitz was quickly fired and now may lose his
home.
In June 2016 two migrants were arrested in February for raping

a twelve year-old boy at a housing center for unaccompanied
migrants in Sweden. The men said they were 15 but social media
shows they were born in 1997 and 1971.
The men raped the child and recorded the attack on a
cellphone.
The Swedish Migration Agency claims up to 70 percent of child
migrants are actually adults.
Read full article here…

